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TheUtahmodel:mental bandwidth and strategic risk
generation in COVID-19 airwaymanagement

We would like to thank Cook et al. for their consensus

guidelines for managing the airway in patients with COVID-

19 [1].

Airway management in the COVID-19 patient is a point

of risk concentration for providers, patients and medical

systems. Time is of the essence if medical systems are to turn

the tide of collapse seen in Wuhan, Italy, Spain and now,

New York. We would like to highlight two points arising

from our reading of these guidelines. First, failure to

minimise aggregate airway management risk poses a

strategic threat to our medical systems; and two, it is critical

to include the risk of mental bandwidth saturation as a risk

for contamination. In addition, we offer a simple, qualitative,

mental model that explains how the risk of provider

exposure is generatedduring airwaymanagement.

Complex medical systems are required to fight complex

diseases. Where medical systems are intact, COVID-19

mortality is 1–2%; where collapsed, mortality is 6–10% [2].

We are moving rapidly towards a resource-constrained

medical system. In a resource-constrained system, providers

are the most critical resource. Providers enable the

effectiveness of tactics and tools deployed to fight disease.

Delivering complex care is not possible without providers.

The first principle of the resource-constrained system is

‘protect your providers: they are the system’.

When the aggregate disease burden exceeds

aggregate medical system resources, mortality increases.

Airway management has an outsized impact on burden and

resources. For example, multiple intubation attempts

correlate with an increase in cardiac arrest, hypoxaemia,

hypotension and aspiration, as well as ICU mortality [3].

Failure to minimise aggregate airway management risk

contributes to a resource-constrained medical system. It is

critical to include the risk of mental bandwidth saturation

into our basic provider exposure risk generationmodel. The

link between increasing mental task load and performance

is well-described [4]. Initially, as stress increases,

performance increases until mental bandwidth is saturated,

after which performance deteriorates.

Tracheal intubation, especially when difficult, is a high

mental task load procedure. In a critically ill patient, with

personal protection equipment (PPE) shortage, and the

general stress of a pandemic, one can see how quickly

mental bandwidth saturation occurs. We believe that

increasing mental task-load can lead to an increased

likelihood of non-adherence to infectious disease protocols,

increasing the risk of provider exposure.

The Utah model is designed to facilitate a common

understanding of the existential risks to providers, the

medical system and the populations arising from airway

management in COVID-19 patients. In our qualitative

model, the vertical axis indicates increasing aerosolisation

risk; the horizontal axis is increasing mental task-load. The

grid formed can then be interpolated as semicircular zones

of aggregate elevated provider exposure risk (Fig. 1). As

examples, we have placed various airway procedures on the

Utah model. The relationships are purely the expert opinion

of the authors. Others might place them differently. Note

that we can nowdiscuss those differences as we are working

froma commonmentalmodel of risk generation.

We acknowledge that the Utah model is imperfect, low

fidelity and depends on a foundation of expert opinion and
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anecdotal observation, with only a little scientific evidence.

We believe this model can catalyse shared understanding,

speed consensus, and perhaps adherence to airway

protocols in order to optimise aggregate risk.

Time is of the essence; every attempt, complication and

infected provider, counts in the fight against COVID-19.
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Figure 1 Aprovider exposure riskmodel.
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